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Amplify Your Real Spend Analysis with the
PerfectAnalyze™ Cloud Solution.
Operate with greater speed and efficiency, anticipate potential
risks and identify strategic sourcing opportunities. With
PerfectAnalyze, you’ll utilize our intuitive interface and analytical
dashboard to stimulate new levels of collaboration and make
better spend decisions—throughout the spend lifecycle.

Take Control, Use PerfectAnalyze, Feel Empowered.
PerfectAnalyze is a powerful, collaborative spend analytics solution that enables businesses to quickly and efficiently
optimize real-time visibility and control through comprehensive spend analysis—keeping company-wide spend under
management, always.

3 Multi-Language, Format and Currency Capability
3 Automated Data Consolidation and Normalization
3 Wide Range of 3rd Party Enrichment Feeds
3 Data Extraction Tools, Techniques and Support
3 Intuitive User Interface

3 Cloud-Based Infrastructure and Applications
3 Highly-Scalable Data Volume Processing Power
3 Automated and On-the-Fly Categorization
3 Contract Management Module Links Spend Data
3 Pre-Built Analytical Reports and Dashboards

Intelligent Reporting Leads Strategic Planning.
Critical business decisions need to be grounded in complete and accurate
data to best anticipate risk. PerfectAnalyze easily enables users to collect,
cleanse, classify, and analyze spend data with exceptional accuracy and
timeliness—resulting in a reliable dataset that serves as the baseline for
future strategic analysis, forecasting, and decision-making.
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Various Spend Dashboards: View and drill down into spend, invoice

and supplier data from multiple data sources in a single, online location.

Detailed Commodity Reports
Interactive Charts and Graphs
Accurate Supplier Spending Trends
Real-Time Collaboration

PerfectAnalyze dramatically accelerates the rate of innovation and savings.
You will maximize productivity with minimal IT involvement, as users
analyze and report on spend data, rather than manage and manipulate
it. Team members contribute insights, perspectives and invaluable
experiences—through simple searching, business intelligence accumulates!

Want More Data? Drill, Drill, Drill. Gain deeper intelligence into every category of spend for
better decision-making. Evaluate suppliers, identify maverick spend, and analyze spend data.
From summary to line-item detail, PerfectAnalyze makes it easy to navigate across multiple
datasets—quickly!

Know Ad-Hoc Reporting Is Just a Click Away.
PerfectAnalyze’s ad-hoc reporting allows you to evaluate and act on daily,
weekly, monthly, and quarterly spend patterns—offering a timely and
effective solution to maximizing both departmental and enterprisewide spending.
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Spend Category Reporting: Enhanced categorization of data

will provide improved, quality information to identify the best
opportunities for savings.

Easy-to-Use and Flexible
Benchmarking Capabilities by Commodity
High-level and Drill-Down Capabilities on All Spend Categories
Interactive Charts, Graphs and Tables
Online and Real-Time Sorting, Filtering, and Collaboration
Drag-and-Drop Report Builder

Additionally, external data can be integrated in context to dramatically
improve your monitoring environment.

State-of-the-Art Dashboards Pinpoint Savings.
Our user-friendly interface and customizable dashboards provide a quick
and easy, centralized view into your company’s spend. With state-ofthe-art dashboards and robust reporting, PerfectAnalyze empowers you
to evaluate performance and generate reports on your source-to-contract
and procure-to-pay processes.

Supplier Risk Visibility: Risk factors and geographical or political
information about your supply base can be viewed in line with
purchase-to-invoice information, to identify and mitigate risks
before they happen!
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Utilize Customizable Apps
Apply Role-based Access and Views
Generate Reports and Export to Various Formats
Discover Styles of Purchasing Behaviors
Conduct Trend and Comparative Analysis
Identify Geographical and Socioeconomic Supplier Risks

Complete visibility is guaranteed with multiple levels of data drill-down,
as well as powerful graphs and charts—offering you the flexibility and
control you need.

About the Perfect Commerce Team.
Since 1994, Perfect Commerce has been automating spend management initiatives—offering
world-class sourcing and procurement solutions to the enterprise and public market sectors.
Globally, we serve more than 300 businesses, most in the Fortune 500, providing a true endto-end platform that helps rein in excessive spend, simplify global interaction and optimize
transaction efficiency. Our proven, reliable suite of software and services solve even the most
complex industry challenges—throughout the spend lifecycle.

We are PERFECT COMMERCE…Commerce without Boundaries.
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